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Abstract. As users participate in many online social networks (OSNs), connecting 

different social networks has become the latest task that researchers are focusing on. The 

analysis of user behavior needs to mine user information from multiple social networks, 

obtain more accurate information through association matching to analyze and predict, 

and improve the attributes of users' multiple social networks. Through the mining and 

analysis of user information, the interconnection of information dissemination of 

multiple social networks is realized. This paper firstly sorts the importance of user nodes 

in multi-social networks, and finds important nodes and secondarily important nodes to 

form the initial bridge community; then we build bridge user links through similarity 

matching of the users in the bridge community; finally, we propose cross-social-network 

interconnection model based on bridge community to enhance the structural 

interconnection between multiple social networks. 

Keywords: cross-social-network interconnection model, information mining, bridge 

community  

1   Introduction 

The popular social networks have different functions, so users can join various social 

networks for different purposes[1]. People usually tend to use multiple online social networks 

(OSNs) at the same time. For example, a person keeps in touch with his friends by Facebook, 

and posts news by Twitter, meanwhile, conducts location-based social activities by Foursquare. 

The activities of the users spread across several networks[2]. 

It can be seen that having multiple accounts can help users quickly spread their 

information in different OSNs and obtain a high degree of radiation of their personality[3]. 

User behavior may be the same in different social networks. If different social networks are 

connected through a common user, there is a certain probability to form a new cross-social-

network relationship link, further to establish a new connection relationship and achieve 

widespread information dissemination. How to increase the probability of forming links across 

social networks is the key problem to be solved in this paper. Some researches focus on 

finding the nodes that can broadcast information to many other users participating in multiple 

OSNs, which called bridge nodes connecting different social networks. As users participate in 

many OSNs, connecting different social networks has become the latest task that researchers 

have paid attention to, and many different approaches have been proposed to solve this 

problem how to enhance connectivity [4].  
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Social network refers to a network structure that people establish through blood, 

friendship and other connections. Social network is a scale-free network. It is mainly 

represented that most nodes in the network have only a few neighbor nodes, and only a few 

nodes have many neighbor nodes. Moreover, nodes joining the network tend to connect with 

nodes with more neighbor nodes. In a social network, individuals or units (nodes) are 

connected by certain relationships (edges). They are influenced by these relationships, which 

can be understood as an interaction between the interconnected nodes in the network that can 

be enhanced or weakened. The nodes are as important in the network, depending on where 

they are located. The method of assessing the importance of nodes is diverse, and the measure 

of importance is closely related to the actual application of the network. In a network of 

relationships, a wide range of people in a social circle is of high importance, but others can 

increase their importance by connecting with important people. Therefore, from the 

perspective of practical application, we need to choose the appropriate one or several methods 

to analyze the network of different topologies, and get the most reasonable conclusion. 

In multiple social networks, there is a gap in different networks because of their different 

features, and the number of users with high activity is relatively small. If information 

dissemination across social networks is only completed by these users , the effect of 

information dissemination cannot greatly enhance the interconnection in OSNs. This is the 

main problem of multi-social networks interconnection. Aiming to solve this problem, this 

paper proposes a cross-social-network interconnection model based on the bridge community, 

which selects important nodes in the network and adds secondarily important nodes that can 

be compensated for the defects by some other nodes to  improve difussion ability. The nodes 

in the community have strong activity, and the number of them participating in the 

communication increase. This method can improve the interconnection strength of multiple 

social networks. 

The contributions are summarized as follows: 

 Centrality of the user nodes be calculated in the social networks to indicate degree of 

nodes importance. The important nodes and secondarily important nodes are selected 

according to the degree of nodes importance;  

 The similarity of common user nodes from different social networks be considered 

based on the attributes of the user nodes. The links are formed between nodes with 

high similarity to improve the bridge community structure; 

 A cross-social-network interconnection model based on the bridge community be 

proposed, and the bridge community is used to strengthen the information 

interconnection between multiple social networks. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work be 

introduced. In Section 3, we introduced symbol definition and description of method. The 

bridge community model and the algorithm will be described in Section 4. In Section 5, we 

performed a related experimental simulation and analyzed the results. In Section 6, we 

summarize this paper. 

2   Related Work 

2.1   Node importance of the complex network 

 



 

 

 

 

An important node in a complex network is a special type of nodes that is more capable of 

affecting the structure and function of the network than other nodes. There have been many 

research results on how to identify important nodes of complex networks. The degree center 

has been applied in some networks owing to its simple, direct and efficient [5]. However, the 

identification results of the degree center are sometimes debatable due to only consider its 

own connection information without involving its global location in the network. The 

betweeness centrality algorithm considers the nodes at the critical position of the network 

structure to be the most important. The more nodes are included in the shortest path of the 

network, the more important it is. Such nodes are usually not the most nodes [6], but some 

bridging nodes. The K-shell centrality algorithm shows that the importance of nodes will be 

most affected by its position in the network. In the case of a single propagation source, the 

most influence node is not such nodes with the largest degree or the largest betweeness, but 

with the largest K-shell value [7]. The K-shell algorithm determines the K-shell value of each 

node by stepwise superposition, which has low time complexity and is suitable for the large 

networks. Enrico et al. proposed a method to evaluate the importance of nodes by calculating 

the shortest path from the source point to the sink point. Authors in [8] considered that 

deleting the most important node will increase the shortest distance from the source point to 

the sink point to the maximum value. In [9], anthors proposed a method for implementing 

node deletion based on the number of spanning trees, which considered that deleting the most 

important nodes will minimize the number of spanning trees. Wu Jun et al. established a 

network anti-destruction model based on the average equivalent shortest path number. If the 

network's damage resistance index drops faster after a node fails, the more important it is [10].  

The above studies all utilize a method to select the importance of nodes according to 

different scenarios. This article emphasizes on multi-angle features to form syncretic measure 

in order to achieve the selected node with comprehensive performances. Although time 

complexity poorly considers in this paper, in order to improve the effect of network 

interconnection, it is necessary to choose important nodes in this way for the interconnect 

model proposed by this paper. 

 

2.2   Cross-social-network user identification 

  

User’s identification of cross-social-network is also referred to user identity resolution, 

anchor linking, and so on. In[11], the ratio of seed nodes that were shared by the nodes to be 

matched in different networks is taken as the cross-network similarity of the nodes, and the 

similarity is selected to match. Wu Hao and others have further explored the possible friend 

nodes of the nodes to be matched by dividing the community, which improved the recognition 

degree of the nodes to be matched, thereby improving the recall rate[12]. Wang et al. 

conducted an in-depth study thousands of features in user names via the self-information 

vector, and identifyed the same user by comparing vector similarities[13]. Li and others 

analyzed the username naming mode in different social networks, used the redundant 

information in the user name to establish the user name characteristics, and finally used the 

supervised machine learning method for identity recognition[14]. Nie et al. identified the user 

based on the status of the user's published status, and proposed a method to analyze the 

dynamics of user interest[15]. Almishari et al. proposed a method of using writing style for 

identification[16]. Sha et al. used the status and comments published by users to implement 

multiple pairs of identification on the network, using Doc2Vec to convert user-generated text 

into vectors, and conducting identity recognition through vector similarity[17]. 



 

 

 

 

The above studies all focus on increaing the accuracy of common user identification to 

connect multiple social networks. This paper considers network structure and user 

identification in the meantime. Then a new connectivity structure across social networks is 

build to improve the path of information transmission.  

3   Symbol definition and description of method 

3.1   Node importance ranking 

 

Centrality reflects the relative importance of each node in the network. In network 

analysis, there are many methods for characterizing the centrality of a node in the graph, 

namely degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweeness centrality, and so on. 

If multiple social networks are involved, two social networks are defined in detail. 

 ,  A A AG U E  is used to represent the social networks 
ASN , where  1 2, , , A nU u u u  is the 

nodes set.  ,  B B BG U E  is used to represent the social networks 
BSN ， where 

 1 2, , , B nU v v v  is the nodes set. We need to sort the importance of nodes in 
ASN and 

BSN , 

respectively. Traditional ways of calculating centrality of nodes  include the degree centrality, 

the closeness centrality and the betweeness centrality.   

Degree centrality means that a node is directly connected to many other nodes in a social 

network, and the node is at the center. In other words, if the relationship of nodes having more 

neighbors is wider, this node is the more important. In the social networks, the degree 

centrality (DC) of a node 
iu  is defined as [18]:  
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Where, N  is total numble of nodes in the social networks and 
ik is the total number of 

neighbor nodes of node
iu . Based on this formula, ijA  is the element of the i-th row and j-th 

column in adjacency matrix A. 

Closeness centrality is used to examine a node about the degree of dependence on other 

nodes. If a node is closer to other nodes, it needs not to rely on others when it spreads the 

information. The distance between a node and each point in the network is very short, so this 

point will not be subject to other nodes. The closeness centrality (CC) of a node 
iu  is defined 

as [19] 
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Where ijd  is the distance from 
iu  to ju . The distance ijd  does not represent the actual 

length, but the number of nodes passed through from iu  to ju . 

Betweenness centrality is the frequency that a node appears on the shortest path between 

other nodes. If the betweenness centrality of this node is high, it will have a great impact on 



 

 

 

 

the transfer of the entire graph information. In other words, this node is equivalent to a gate, 

and the nodes connected to it have to go through it to other nodes. The betweeness centrality 

(BC) of a node 
iu  is defined as [20]: 
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Where, N  is total numble of nodes in the social networks. 
stL  is the number of all 

shortest paths between the node 
su  and the node 

tu , and (i)stL  is the number of shortest paths 

passing through the node 
iu  in the shortest path of the node 

su  and the node 
tu .  

Because the different centralities represent different structural features, even if the same 

node is calculated, different ranking results of nodes importance will be generated. Therefore, 

considering the local information and the global information, the three centralities are 

introduced into the Euclidean distance for syncretism. First, the normalization calculation is 

performed: 
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Where, N  is the total number of social network nodes, and C  is the centrality of the 

node
iu , including the degree centrality (DC), the closeness centrality (CC) and the 

betweeness centrality (BC). Ĉ (i)D  , ˆ (i)CC  and Ĉ (i)B  are normalized value of DC, CC and BC 

of the node 
iu , respectively. The syncretic centrality rule is: 

 

2 2 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ(i) C (i) C (i) C (i)S D C BC                                         (5) 

 

According to (i)SC  of the syncretic centrality (SC), the importance of the node is 

determined. The larger the value of (i)SC , the higher the importance of the node 
iu . 

 

3.2   Node similarity measurement 

 

The attributes of the user nodes may include username, gender, birthday, city, and other 

personal data. We define different attributes as 1 2 3 k, , , ,a a a a . The sequence of attributes of 

individual node u  can be represented as 1 2 3 k={ , , , },ua a a a a . In the bridge community, the 

similarity of the sequence of attributes of node u from ASN  and node v  from BSN  be 

matched, respectively. The similarity of user attributes information be evaluated, as shown in 

(6): 
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When the user logs in to different social networks by the account interconnection, the 

attribute sequence of the same user has a certain degree of overlap. The common users of 

multiple social networks can be dentified by similarity measure to form a cross-social-network 

link 
uve . 

In the bridge community, it is necessary to obtain the common user links across the social 

networks through the node similarity detection. The total number of common users in the 

community must be counted to caculate the proportion of the number of links formed 

according to the probability of common user identification. Then the ratio of  link formation is: 
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Where N  is the actual number of common users. If u  and v  are the same user, then 

( , ) 1u vsim a a ; otherwise ( , ) 0u vsim a a . 

4   Bridge Community Model and Algorithm 

This paper selects the bridge users from multiple social networks into the same 

community, named the bridge community. Through this bridge community structure, the 

number of nodes participating in information dissemination in cross-social-network is 

increased, and the interconnected strength of multiple social networks is also strengthened.  

 

4.1   Bridge Community Model 

 

In multiple social networks, there are the large number of users, the complex relationship, 

and the different structure. The user can be a node to form a social network connective 

diagram and a bridge community can be built to connect to different social networks. The 

importance of nodes need to be sorted in the social network and divided in the different types 

for the next step. SC will be used to measure the importance of the nodes. And the importance 

of every node is represented by (i)SC . The specific division method is described as follows: 

 If (i)SC > ,the node is an important node and has a high information dissemination 

capability, which does not need to be assisted and directly falls into the bridge 

community; 

 If (i)SC ≤ , the ability of information dissemination of the node is insufficient. If any 

centrality like (i)BC , (i)CC , and (i)DC  is 0, the dissemination capability of the node is 

too poor, and its importance in the network structure has too little influence on the 

information dissemination process. So such nodes are excluded. (i)BC , (i)CC , and 

(i)DC  of the remaining nodes are all greater than zero. Then we can improve its 

performance by adding neighbor nodes to assist. If they are directly connected to 

important nodes, they can be as secondarily important nodes to fall into the bridge 

community. 

  is the threshold of importance to divide the nodes and perform the next screening. If 

the importance of the node is greater than  , it is directly classified into the initial bridge 



 

 

 

 

community; if it is less than  , it need to be considered whether the value of the arbitrary 

centrality is zero. If it satisfies, the node is deleted; if not, the neighbor nodes of the node are 

ranked by importance and judged by threshold  . At this time, the neighbor nodes are 

selected whose importance are greater than  , because the auxiliary propagation effect of 

such nodes is the best. If the node has neighbor nodes whose importance are over the threshold 

 , it is also included in the bridge community as the secondarily important node as same as 

the connecting edges with the neighbor nodes. If the neighbor nodes of the node all do not 

meet this criterion, delete it. In other words, We can select nodes that are directly connected to 

important nodes as secondarily important nodes. 

Through dividing and screening process of the nodes, the initial bridge community 

structure is formed. The bridge community at this time contains important nodes which are  

from two social networks. Moreover, due to the addition of secondarily important nodes, the 

number of nodes covered in the community will be increased. And the propagation ability is 

also improved. The specific depiction is shown in Fig 1.. 

SNA SNB

Bridge Community

 

Fig. 1. Cross-social-Network Initial Bridge Community Model 

The above is a preliminary depiction of the bridge community. 
ASN  and 

BSN  represent 

two different social networks, with many user nodes and edges. The nodes are filtered by the 

ranking method of the node importance, and the nodes with high importance are directly 

classified into the bridge community as bridge users first. The remaining nodes with poor 

capability of information dissemination are deleted, and the nodes with relatively high 

importance can be as secondarily important nodes to be assisted with their neighbour edges in 

the bridge community.  

 

Bridge Community

 

Fig. 2. Ultimate Bridge Community Model Structure 

In Fig 2., the edges need to be put into the bridge community between the nodes from the 

original social network. In the bridge community, the links can be formed by high similarity of 



 

 

 

 

attributes of common users from multiple social networks. So the ultimate bridge community 

of 
ASN  and 

BSN can be formed, and the interconnection of two social networks is realized. 

The cross-social-network interconnection model based on the bridge community considers the 

interconnected relationship of social networks from the overall structure, and it can further 

study the information dissemination across social networks based on the bridge community. 

Through identifying nodes and building similarity links, the bridge community has the 

characteristics of high transmission and strong interconnectivity.  

 

4.2   Algorithm 

 

This paper proposes a cross-social-network interconnection model based on bridge 

community. The importance and similarity of user nodes need to be calculated to select 

appropriate bridge user nodes, and a bridge community as connected structure of the 

information interconnection between multiple social networks will be formed. The algorithm 

inputs  ,  A A AG U E  of 
ASN  and the  ,  B B BG U E  of 

BSN , and outputs (U ,E )AB AB ABG  

of the bridge community  
ABBC . The specific model formation algorithm is as follows: 

Table 1.  Algorithm description of BCM 

Algorithm1：Bridge Community Model Algorithm 

Input:  ,  A A AG U E  of ASN  and  ,  B B BG U E  of BSN  

Output: (U ,E )AB AB ABG  of ABBC  

1. Calculate SC  of every node in ASN ,form Important node array ImA   

2. For rank (i)SC  in ImA , select the largest SC  do 

3.     If (i)SC >   

4.         Ui ABu   

5.     Else  

6.         if ( (i)BC ==0) 

7.             Delete (i)SC  from ImA  

8.         Else  

9.             Calculate (i)SC  of neighbor nodes 
iuN  of iu , form ImN  

10.         For rank (i)SC  in ImN , select the largest SC  

11.             If (i)SC >   

12.                 Ui ABu , E
iN ABe  

13.             Else 

14.                 Delete (i)SC  from ImN  

15.         End for 

16. End for 

17. Both in BSN , repeat step1 to step16, form the initial bridge community 

18. Add edges from ASN  and BSN  to bridge community 

19. For calculate ( , )u vsim a a ,  Au U ,  Bv U  in the initial bridge community do 

20.    uv ABe E  



 

 

 

 

21. End for 

 

Through Algorithm 1, the important nodes and the secondarily important nodes can be 

reasonably selected to suitably connect the nodes of different social networks. Then it can 

realize information dissemination across social networks. In the next step, actual simulation 

experiments will be conducted to verify its performance. 

5   Experimental Simulation 

5.1   Data set and node importance analysis 

 

This paper structures a cross-social-network information interconnection model. In the 

experimental simulation, it is necessary to realize the connection of two data sets and establish 

a bridge community. In this paper, ranking the node importance is performed on the two data 

sets of Facebook and Wiki-Vote, and the important nodes and secondarily important nodes are 

selected, respectively. The degree distribution of the two data sets is shown in Fig 3.:  

  

Fig. 3. Degree distribution of nodes 

 

It can be seen from Fig 3. (a) and (b) that the node degree distribution in the network 

conforms to the power law distribution: the proportion of the nodes with larger degrees is 

small, and most nodes have smaller degrees. The degree of distribution in different social 

networks is roughly the same. In order to enhance network connectivity, the selection of 

bridge users requires that the nodes are more important in social networks. These types of 

nodes are relatively small. According to importance, some nodes are selected as bridge users. 

The importance of them is measured by syncretic centrality rule, and the value of the syncretic 

centrality of the nodes is shown in Fig 4.: 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Syncretic centrality of nodes 

The importance of nodes shows that most of the syncretic centrality values are within a 

range, and they are determined whether they can be as a important node according to the 

judgment of threshold  . Through data analysis, it can be found that only the value of the 

node's BC has a value of 0, which can be used as a criterion. According to the condition of the 

algorithm, the threshold   is (i)SC  of the node whose BC is 0 and 
SC  is the largest. If the 

node satisfies 
SC > , it can be included as important nodes in the bridge community. If 

SC ≤

 , the node is deleted whose BC is 0. The remaining nodes whose neighbor nodes satisfy 
SC >

 , then they can also be classified into the bridge community as the secondarily important 

node.  

Then the performance of bridge community need to be evaluated by calculating 

transitivity. There is an edge from i to j, and j has an edge to k. If a[i][k]==1, then there is an 

edge from i to k, which satisfies the transitivity. The transitivity of nodes can be calculated by 

the formula (8):  
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Where uv
 denotes common neighbor nodes of u  and v  in the bridge community, and 

ijA  denotes a common adjacency matrix. The larger the value of 
uvP , the stronger the link 

strength between nodes. The transitivity need to be calculated to assess the strength of the 

information dissemination of the network. The mean of the transitivity of each node can be as 

the transitivity of the network in the bridge community. 

The statistical results are shown in Table 2. :  

Table 2.  Statistical data of Facebook, Wiki-Vote and Initial Bridge Community Model 

Data set Nodes Edges Transitivity 
Important 

node 

Important node 

to be assisted 

Initial Bridge 

Community Model 

Node Edge 

Facebook 4039 88234 0.579 580 960 
4622 103738 

Wiki-Vote 7115 10092 0.125 2290 792 



 

 

 

 

 

According to the statistical analysis in the table 2., the transitivity of the social network 

will be affected by the number of secondarily important nodes. A network with better 

transitivity can select out more secondarily important nodes. In the next step, the high 

similarity between the users can form a cross-social-network links, and the transitivity of the 

bridge community is used to evaluate the impact of the bridge community structure on the 

capability of the cross-social-network information dissemination.  

 

5.2   Model performance evaluation 

 

It can be seen that the transitivity of Wiki-Vote has a big gap with Facebook, and the 

important nodes and secondarily important nodes with their connected edges are added in the 

bridge community. Then new links are established through the similarity of user nodes. The 

transitivity of the ultimate bridge community will be changed by the number of user similarity 

links increase, as shown in Fig. 5.: 

 

Fig. 5. Transitivity of Bridge Community 

It can be known about the bridge community transitivity in Fig 5. that the transitivity of 

the bridge community structure is sustainable growth. When the similarity links are not 

connected, the transitivity of the community is better than Wiki-Vote, but there is a gap with 

Facebook. As the number of links are increased, the transitivity of the bridge community is 

rising, and the rate of increase is also improved a little. The ultimate transitivity will exceed 

the Facebook social network. The performance of the bridge community is influenced by the 

number of links of common users. Therefore, when there are a large number of common users 

in multi-social networks, the interconnected capability of the bridge community can be played 

better.  

Comparing the two situations in Fig 5., when the bridge community only selects 

important nodes in the social network as bridge users, the community has less transitivity than 

the community that adds the secondarily important nodes. With the increase of common users, 

the transitivity of them is on the rise. Due to only the important nodes are added, the number 

of participating nodes is small and the neighbor node relationship is not added. The gap of 

transitivity between the two situations will get larger and larger. Therefore, adding secondarily 



 

 

 

 

important nodes in the bridge community can enhance the strength of node relationship and 

improve community transitivity.  

6   Conclusion 

This paper proposes a cross-social-network interconnection model based on bridge 

community for information communication of multi-social networks. By integrating the 

important nodes and secondarily important nodes from the social networks to improve the 

transitivity of the network structure, and then the common user links are used to enhance the 

network connectivity which can achieve a better effect of information communication of 

cross-social-network. Finally, in the case of increasing the number of common user links, the 

capability of information dissemination of the bridge community are assessed through 

analyzing and comparing the change of transitivity. The bridge community structure is 

affected by the number of common users, so it is more suitable for the interconnection 

between social networks with a large number of common users. The methods of user 

importance and similarity identification can be further optimized to improve the bridge 

community structure.   
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